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InIn SeptemberSeptember 1952 Marian1952 Marian Danysz andDanysz and JerzyJerzy PniewskiPniewski ((WarsawWarsaw UniversityUniversity))
discovered the first hypernucleusdiscovered the first hypernucleus.. It  happened duringIt  happened during aa time of confusion time of confusion 

concerning the newly detected heavy unstable particlesconcerning the newly detected heavy unstable particles.. The study of The study of 
hypernucleihypernuclei waswas of considerable help in understanding the properties of of considerable help in understanding the properties of 

strange particlesstrange particles..



Curious particlesCurious particles



George RochesterGeorge Rochester

InIn DecemberDecember 19471947
Rochester and ButlerRochester and Butler

inin ManchesterManchester reported the first reported the first 
photographs of forked tracks photographs of forked tracks 

((later calledlater called ”V”V particlesparticles”)”)
NatureNature 160, 855 (1947)

AA surprising discoverysurprising discovery

160, 855 (1947)

Clifford ButlerClifford Butler

NeutralNeutral VV particle particle ChargedCharged VV particleparticle



””After the early discoveries that After the early discoveries that 
promised sopromised so much,much, there followed there followed 
several frustrating yearsseveral frustrating years, a period, a period

of strainof strain forfor Butler and myselfButler and myself,,
whenwhen nono further examples of thefurther examples of the

VV particles were foundparticles were found.”.”
Rochester at Fermilab SymposiumRochester at Fermilab Symposium (1985)(1985)

19481948 19491949



Carl Anderson 
to Patrick Blackett, 

28 November 1949

”Rochester and Butler may be glad to hear that we
have about 30 cases of forked tracks similar to

those they described in their article in Nature about 
two years ago, and so far as we can see now their 
interpretation of these events as caused by new 
unstable particle seems to be borne out by our 

experiments.”

JuneJune 1950: ”V1950: ”V particlesparticles”  (”  (BlackettBlackett,, BohrBohr,, AndersonAnderson))
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V V particles at once showed particles at once showed 
unusual propertiesunusual properties

•• They were copiously produced in They were copiously produced in 
high energy collisionshigh energy collisions ((with with 
cross section ofcross section of aa few percent few percent 
of thatof that for pionfor pion productionproduction) ) 

•• ThusThus,, if theif the samesame mechanismmechanism waswas
responsibleresponsible forfor their their 
production and decayproduction and decay,, their their 
lifetime shouldlifetime should bebe of the of the orderorder
ofof 1010−−21 21 s.s.

•• The observed lifetimeThe observed lifetime was was ≥≥ 1010 −−1010 s.s.



77 JulyJuly 1951 1951 -- Tokyo SymposiumTokyo Symposium onon new particlesnew particles

Japanese theorists organized the meeting inJapanese theorists organized the meeting in order toorder to
present and discuss ideas about new particlespresent and discuss ideas about new particles. A. A strict strict 
selection rule neededselection rule needed toto provideprovide forfor the suppression the suppression 
factor of aboutfactor of about 10101111..

Presented papers published in Presented papers published in Progress of Theoretical PhysicsProgress of Theoretical Physics
vol. 6vol. 6

Y. Y. NambuNambu, K. , K. NishijimaNishijima, Y. , Y. YamaguchiYamaguchi, p. 615; p. 619; , p. 615; p. 619; 
K. K. AizuAizu, T. , T. KinoshitaKinoshita, p. 630; , p. 630; 
H. H. MiyazawaMiyazawa, p. 631; , p. 631; 
S. S. OnedaOneda, p. 633, p. 633



A.A. PaisPais, , Some remarksSome remarks on on the the VV--particlesparticles, , 
PhysPhys. . RevRev.. 86, 663 86, 663 
((submsubm. 22 Jan. 1952,. 22 Jan. 1952, publpubl. 1. 1 JuneJune 1952)1952)

The abundance of The abundance of VV--particles can particles can be be reconciled reconciled 
with their long lifetime with their long lifetime by by using only interactions using only interactions 
of of a a conventional structureconventional structure, , providedprovided a Va V--particle particle 
is produced together with another heavy unstable is produced together with another heavy unstable 
particleparticle..

TheThe ‘‘eveneven--odd rule’ of Pais allowed reactionodd rule’ of Pais allowed reaction N + N N + N →→ ΛΛ + + ΛΛ



ForFor several years theseveral years the ideaidea of production of production 
ofof VV particles in pairs seemedparticles in pairs seemed to beto be yet yet 

another beautiful hypothesis slayed another beautiful hypothesis slayed 
byby ugly factsugly facts

ForFor that reason Fermi and Feynman considered that reason Fermi and Feynman considered 
the possibility that the new particles have largethe possibility that the new particles have large

spin (e.g. 13/2 forspin (e.g. 13/2 for thethe VV11
0 0 ))



Experimental evidence was against pair production of V’s

“Three pairs were observed. This 
frequency of observation contradicts the 
hypothesis that V0,s are created only in 
pairs, unless one V0 usually has a value 
of “betagamma” from 5 to 10 times as 
large as the other.”

W. B. Fretter et al. 
(Berkeley)

”An analysis of the 152 examples leads to 
the following principal conclusions: (1) V-
particles result from the impact of meson 
and probably also of nucleos, upon nuclei. 
(2) V-particles are generally produced 
singly and not in pairs…”

R. B. Leighton et al. 
(CalTech)

Both papers published in Phys. Rev. (January 1, 1953) 
(submitted in September 1952)



VV--particles and heavy mesonsparticles and heavy mesons ((DecemberDecember 1952)1952)

Particle lifetime (s)        Q (MeV) Mass (me) Spin

? V1
± → p + π– half integral
→ (n + π±)?

V1
0 → p + π– 3•10–10        40 ± 3 2190 ± 5 half integral

? S±, χ±,V± → π±  + ?             10–8 - 10–10 900-1500 -

? S±, κ±,V± → µ±  + (γ+ν)?    10–8 - 10–10 1100 integral

τ± → π±  + π+ + π– > 10–9             75.8 977 ± 6 integral

? V± → π±  + π0 + π0 integral

V2
0 → π+ + π– 2•10–10 950 integral
→ (π+  + π– + ?0)?
→ (π±  + τ± or ζ0)?

? ζ0 → π+ + π– 500?
? ζ± 500?



”I”I hope our grandchildren hope our grandchildren 
when they attend thewhen they attend the 20382038

conference in Rochesterconference in Rochester willwill
take ittake it forfor granted that they granted that they 

know these thingsknow these things.”.”

Oppenheimer at the Third Annual Rochester ConferenceOppenheimer at the Third Annual Rochester Conference,,
DecemberDecember 1818--20, 1952;20, 1952; ProceedingsProceedings p. 74p. 74



BagneresBagneres--dede--BigorreBigorre

185185 participants fromparticipants from 2222 countriescountries
(France (France –– 43, UK 43, UK –– 42,42, ItalyItaly ––27, USA 27, USA ––20, Germany 20, Germany ––12,12, BelgiumBelgium ––8, 8, 

44 each fromeach from India,India, Ireland and SwitzerlandIreland and Switzerland, 2, 2 each from Canadaeach from Canada,,
DenmarkDenmark,, IsraelIsrael,, JapanJapan,, SwedenSweden,, and Turkeyand Turkey, 1, 1 each from Brasileach from Brasil,,
HungaryHungary,, MexicoMexico,, NetherlandsNetherlands,, NorwayNorway,, SpainSpain,, and Yugoslaviaand Yugoslavia))



””The particles The particles 
described in this described in this 

conference areconference are notnot
entirely fictitious and entirely fictitious and 

every analogy with every analogy with 
the particles really the particles really 
existing in nature existing in nature 

isis notnot purely purely 
coincidentalcoincidental””

ByBy common consentcommon consent oneone of theof the mostmost remarkable remarkable 
conferences of the centuryconferences of the century



••The The ProceedingsProceedings are difficultare difficult toto readread byby present day present day 
physicists because of nomenclaturephysicists because of nomenclature ((different different 
symbols usedsymbols used forfor thethe samesame particlesparticles))

•• The existence ofThe existence of ‘‘Superprotons’Superprotons’ ((nownow ΣΣ)) and and 
‘‘Cascade particles’Cascade particles’ ((nownow ΞΞ––)) well establishedwell established

•• NewNew nomenclaturenomenclature forfor particles agreed uponparticles agreed upon::
H H –– hyperonshyperons, K , K –– heavy mesonsheavy mesons
VV11

0  0  →→ ΛΛ ; ; VV22
0  0  →→ θθ00

•• The results presentedThe results presented by M.by M. ScheinSchein et al.et al. addedadded toto the the 
confusion concerning the production of  confusion concerning the production of  VV11

00

((nownow ΛΛ))



M. Schein, D. Haskin, R. Glasser, F. Fainberg, K. Brown, On the M. Schein, D. Haskin, R. Glasser, F. Fainberg, K. Brown, On the artificial artificial 
production of Vproduction of V00 particles by 227 MeV piparticles by 227 MeV pi--mesons generated in the Chicago mesons generated in the Chicago 
cyclotron, cyclotron, Proc. BagnProc. Bagnèères de Bigorreres de Bigorre, p. 166, p. 166
((Extension of the study reported in December Extension of the study reported in December 1952 1952 at the Third Rochester Conferenceat the Third Rochester Conference))

5 events observed, <Q> = 35 ± 3 MeV

Discussion (p. 287)
Fretter: Are the experiments of Schein consistent with the production of V1

0 in pairs ?
Schein: It is possible; however we have no positive evidence



SearchSearch for for ΛΛ00 productionproduction
Authors Reaction Energy (MeV) Result

Cocconi & Silverman γ + C 310 negative
(1951)

Schein et al. π- + C 227 positive
(1952)

Hildebrand & Leith p + C 345 negative
(1953)

Garwin p + C 450 negative
(1953)

Rosenfeld & Treiman p + CH2 430 negative
(1953)

Schein et al. π- + C 227 positive
(1953)

Bernardini & Segrè γ + Al             330 negative
(1954)

Balandin et al. N + N 670 negative
(1955)



In 1953 W. B.In 1953 W. B. FowlerFowler, R. P, R. P ShuttShutt, A. M., A. M. ThorndikeThorndike,,
andand W. L.W. L. Whittemore observed the firstWhittemore observed the first VV particles particles 

in experiments at the newly comissioned in experiments at the newly comissioned 
Cosmotron at BrookhavenCosmotron at Brookhaven.  



W. B. Fowler et al., Phys. Rev. 90, 1126 (1953)
(subm. 29.4.1953, publ. 15.6.1953)

““Two definite examples of VTwo definite examples of V00 particles similar to those found in particles similar to those found in 
cocossmic rays by many workers have been observed in a cloud mic rays by many workers have been observed in a cloud 
chamber exposed to a neutron beam from the Cosmotronchamber exposed to a neutron beam from the Cosmotron…”…”
(in about 4000 photographs scanned)

W. B. Fowler et al., Phys. Rev. 93, 861 (1954)
(subm. 10.11.1953, publ. 15.2.1954)
Six pairs of V particles observed in pion-proton collisions
””Further work is required to determine whether production is Further work is required to determine whether production is 
alwaysalways double in these and nucleondouble in these and nucleon--nucleon collisions.nucleon collisions.””

””There seems There seems to be no to be no reason reason to to doubt that the particles doubt that the particles 
observed are the observed are the same as same as those observed in cosmic raysthose observed in cosmic rays, , 
but but there is there is not much not much in the way of positive proof of itin the way of positive proof of it.”.”
Thorndike, Proceedings Glasgow Conference (1954), p. 332



W. B. Fowler et al., Phys. Rev. 98, 121 (1955)
(subm. 9.12.1954, publ. 1.4.1955)

Five additional events with pairs of V particles
””In each case the observations are most naturally interpreted as In each case the observations are most naturally interpreted as 
due to the associated production of a hyperon and Kdue to the associated production of a hyperon and K--meson.meson... .. In In 
most cases, however, our interpretation is to be considered as amost cases, however, our interpretation is to be considered as an n 
hypothesis which fits the observations rather than a demonstratehypothesis which fits the observations rather than a demonstrated d 
fact.fact.””

G. D. James and R. A. Salmeron, Phil. Mag. 46¸ 571 (1955)
(subm. 21.2 1955, publ. June 1955)

““The statistical analysis of the frequency of associated VThe statistical analysis of the frequency of associated V--events in events in 
our cloud chamber does not provide evidence for or against the our cloud chamber does not provide evidence for or against the 
hypothesis that Yhypothesis that Y-- and Kand K--particles are always produced together. particles are always produced together. 
We interpret those associated VWe interpret those associated V--events that we observe as events that we observe as 
examples of examples of ‘‘pluralplural’’ production in separate reactionproduction in separate reactionss inside the inside the 
same nucleus.same nucleus.””



Curious particlesCurious particles
”Now let me return to the paper that I did 
sent off in August 1953... Isotopic Spin and 
the New Unstable Particles. That was not 
my title, which was: Isotopic Spin and 
Curious Particles. Physical Review rejected 
”Curious Particles”. I tried ”Strange Particles”
and they rejected that too. They insisted on: 
”New Unstable Particles”. That was the only 
phrase sufficiently pompous for the editors 
of the Physical Review. I should say that 
I have always hated the Physical Review Letters and almost 
twenty years ago I decided never again to publish in that journal, 
but in 1953 I was scarcely in the position to show around.”

M.M. GellGell--Mann, 1982Mann, 1982



””The interpretation of the new particlesThe interpretation of the new particles asas
displaceddisplaced chargecharge multipletsmultiplets” ” –– GellGell--Mann’s Mann’s 
paper at thepaper at the 1955 Pisa1955 Pisa Conference presented Conference presented 
his scheme inhis scheme in aa finalfinal form. New quantumform. New quantum
numbernumber ‘‘strangeness’ oficially introducedstrangeness’ oficially introduced
(but(but used in talks since Septemberused in talks since September 1953) 1953) Murray GellMurray Gell--MannMann

Kazuhiko NishijimaKazuhiko Nishijima

InIn Japan Nishijima proceeded along similar Japan Nishijima proceeded along similar 
lineslines asas GellGell--MannMann and also presented his and also presented his 
results in the yearsresults in the years 19531953--1955; but1955; but his his 
papers published in Japanese papers published in Japanese Progress in Progress in 
Theoretical PhysicsTheoretical Physics hadhad lessless impact than impact than 
GellGell--Mann’sMann’s



””Strange particlesStrange particles......were not considered were not considered 
respectable, especially among the theorists. I am respectable, especially among the theorists. I am 
toldtold…… that when he wrote his excellent paper on the that when he wrote his excellent paper on the 
decay of thdecay of thee tau particle into three pions Dalitz was tau particle into three pions Dalitz was 
warned that it might adversely affect his career, warned that it might adversely affect his career, 
because he would be known as the sort of person because he would be known as the sort of person 
who worked on that kind of things.who worked on that kind of things.”

Gell-Mann
”

““Pion physics was indeed the central topic for Pion physics was indeed the central topic for 
theoretical physics in the mid 1950s, and that was what theoretical physics in the mid 1950s, and that was what 
the young theoretician was expected to work on. The the young theoretician was expected to work on. The 
strange particles were considered generally to be an strange particles were considered generally to be an 
obscure and uncertain area of phenomena, as some obscure and uncertain area of phenomena, as some 
kind of dirt effect which could not have much role to kind of dirt effect which could not have much role to 
play in the nuclear forces, whose comprehension was play in the nuclear forces, whose comprehension was 
considered to be the purpose of our research.considered to be the purpose of our research.”

Dalitz

”



The discoverersThe discoverers



•• bornborn 19091909 in Parisin Paris
•• son of Polishson of Polish--French physicistFrench physicist Jan (Jan (JeanJean) Kazimierz) Kazimierz

DanyszDanysz,, who constructed the firstwho constructed the first ββ--spectrometerspectrometer (1911) (1911) 
•• studied electrical engineering at Warsaw Polytechnicstudied electrical engineering at Warsaw Polytechnic
•• while stillwhile still a student,a student, worked in Warsaw Radiological worked in Warsaw Radiological 

Laboratory andLaboratory and coco--discovereddiscovered (1934)(1934) radioactive radioactive 
isotope of fluorineisotope of fluorine,, publishedpublished 33 paperspapers

•• 19371937--3939 workedworked asas an electrical engineer an electrical engineer 
•• 19501950--19521952 inin LiverpoolLiverpool andand Bristol,Bristol, mastered nuclear mastered nuclear 

emulsion technique in Powell’s laboratoryemulsion technique in Powell’s laboratory
•• 19511951 withwith OwenOwen Lock and Gideon Yekutieli claimed Lock and Gideon Yekutieli claimed 

discovery ofdiscovery of aa new particlenew particle ((ζζ00)

MarianMarian DanyszDanysz



JerzyJerzy PniewskiPniewski

• born 1913 in Płock, son of a high-school teacher
• studied mathematics, and later physics, at Warsaw 

University
• started career in molecular optics; two papers (1938)
• 1948-1950 in Liverpool to study β-spectroscopy
• 1951 Ph.D. in nuclear spectroscopy
• persuaded by Danysz to join him (1952) in cosmic ray 

studies using nuclear emulsions



MarianMarian DanyszDanysz

•• little formal physics backgroundlittle formal physics background
•• fantastic intuitionfantastic intuition
•• unusual imaginationunusual imagination
•• hated administrationhated administration,, formalitiesformalities

and lecturingand lecturing
•• loved fast driving and huntingloved fast driving and hunting
•• chainchain--smoker of cigarssmoker of cigars,, cigarettes cigarettes 

and pipeand pipe
•• loved good foodloved good food



JerzyJerzy PniewskiPniewski
•• solid background in physics and solid background in physics and 

mathematicsmathematics
•• well organized and systematicwell organized and systematic
•• good lecturergood lecturer
•• competent andcompetent and efficient efficient 

administratoradministrator
•• lovedloved toto entertain friends with entertain friends with 

magic tricks and puzzlesmagic tricks and puzzles
•• never smokednever smoked butbut loved good loved good 

cognaccognac



The discoveryThe discovery



””Late in the evening of Late in the evening of 
SeptemberSeptember 19 we19 we began began 
toto analyse the recorded analyse the recorded 
eventsevents one by one.one by one.
SuddenlySuddenly MarianMarian
exclaimedexclaimed ‘‘LookLook,, what what 

aa strange animal’ and showedstrange animal’ and showed meme two stars two stars 
connectedconnected by a prominentby a prominent and quite thick trackand quite thick track..
ItIt waswas obvious thatobvious that oneone of the starsof the stars waswas duedue to to 
aa disintegration ofdisintegration of aa heavy emulsion nucleusheavy emulsion nucleus,, silver silver 
or bromineor bromine, by a, by a high energy cosmic radiationhigh energy cosmic radiation
proton.proton. The nucleusThe nucleus waswas split into small fragments split into small fragments 
and onlyand only oneone of themof them,, distinctdistinct byby its quite long its quite long 
tracktrack,, seemedseemed toto have mass considerably larger have mass considerably larger 
than the othersthan the others.. Its track ended withIts track ended with aa four prongfour prong
starstar which indicated its spontaneous decaywhich indicated its spontaneous decay...”...”

The discoveryThe discovery

JerzyJerzy PniewskiPniewski,, Autobiographical reminiscencesAutobiographical reminiscences



...We...We sent letterssent letters to...to...

W. C.W. C. HeisenbergHeisenberg, , 

C. F.C. F. PowellPowell,,

andand D.D. SkobeltzynSkobeltzyn......
J.J. PniewskiPniewski,, Autobiographical reminiscencesAutobiographical reminiscences



Dear Professor PowellDear Professor Powell,,
It is more than four months as I am back in Warsaw.It is more than four months as I am back in Warsaw.... . 
From September the work has begun, and I hope we have From September the work has begun, and I hope we have 

some prospects for the future. I have easily found people who arsome prospects for the future. I have easily found people who are e 
interested in emulsion work, three scanners are active since theinterested in emulsion work, three scanners are active since the end of end of 
September, problem of microscopes seems to find a satisfactory sSeptember, problem of microscopes seems to find a satisfactory solution.olution.
At present the only base of our work are Bristol plates, they wiAt present the only base of our work are Bristol plates, they will be good as ll be good as 
material for starting work, for teaching people the technique anmaterial for starting work, for teaching people the technique and may d may 
serve for some research serve for some research –– unfortunately, they are rather distorted.unfortunately, they are rather distorted.....
With this letter I enclose a short note concerning a star of a rWith this letter I enclose a short note concerning a star of a rather ather 
exceptional character. We have worked on it with my friend J. Pnexceptional character. We have worked on it with my friend J. Pniewski iewski 
who will who will –– I hope I hope –– continue to work with me in plate technique. If you find continue to work with me in plate technique. If you find 
the whole problem not unreasonable we might send later a fuller the whole problem not unreasonable we might send later a fuller account account 
to Phil.Mag.to Phil.Mag.
We would be very grateful for all suggestion and criticisms.We would be very grateful for all suggestion and criticisms.
Yours most sincerelyYours most sincerely
M. DanyszM. Danysz

DanyszDanysz toto PowellPowell on on October October 26, 26, 19521952



K. Gottstein to Danysz
GGööttingen, 10ttingen, 10thth NovembNovembeer, 1952.r, 1952.

Dear Danysz, Dear Danysz, 
Thank you very much for your letter of October 26Thank you very much for your letter of October 26thth and the and the 
preprint of your paper which, I think, is very interesting. Profpreprint of your paper which, I think, is very interesting. Prof. . 
Heisenberg has also read it with great interest. He agrees that Heisenberg has also read it with great interest. He agrees that the the 
event cannot be explained as the delayed disintegration of an event cannot be explained as the delayed disintegration of an 
excited nucleus since the time 10excited nucleus since the time 10––1111 sec is much too long. On the sec is much too long. On the 
other hand, the probability for the event being a "delayed other hand, the probability for the event being a "delayed σσ--star" star" 
is extremely small, too. The binding energy of a is extremely small, too. The binding energy of a ππ––--meson in the meson in the 
KK--shell is of the order of 1 MeV whereas the average energies of shell is of the order of 1 MeV whereas the average energies of 
the mesons ejected in the disintegration at A are apparently mucthe mesons ejected in the disintegration at A are apparently much h 
greater. So it is unlikely that a greater. So it is unlikely that a ππ––-- meson would have been meson would have been 
captured by the fragment. But even if it had been captured, it captured by the fragment. But even if it had been captured, it 
would have to be expected to interact with the nucleus within a would have to be expected to interact with the nucleus within a 
time much shorter than 10time much shorter than 10––11 11 sec.sec.



K. Gottstein to Danysz  (cont.)
Your suggestion that the event might be explained in Your suggestion that the event might be explained in 
connection with the Vconnection with the V11

00 or a similar particle seems to be or a similar particle seems to be 
very reasonable, however. The Vvery reasonable, however. The V11

00 particles appear to be particles appear to be 
different from the nuclear force mesons in that they may be different from the nuclear force mesons in that they may be 
created and annihilated only in conjunction with their anticreated and annihilated only in conjunction with their anti--
particles. In your event the Vparticles. In your event the V11

00 may have been separated may have been separated 
from its antifrom its anti--particle, which flew off in a different direction, particle, which flew off in a different direction, 
and was left within the fragment where it decayed after its and was left within the fragment where it decayed after its 
lifelife--time had elapsed.time had elapsed.
I wonder what the future will teach us about all these funny I wonder what the future will teach us about all these funny 
particles. particles. 
With best wishes, With best wishes, 
Yours sincerely, Yours sincerely, 
K. GottsteinK. Gottstein



PowellPowell toto DanyszDanysz,, NovemberNovember 19, 195219, 1952

Dear DanyszDear Danysz,,
Thank you veryThank you very much formuch for your letter of theyour letter of the 26th26th
OctoberOctober.. The event is certainlyThe event is certainly mostmost strikingstriking, but I, but I
feel that you wouldfeel that you would bebe well advisedwell advised not tonot to publish publish 
it at this stageit at this stage.. Inspite of theInspite of the mostmost remarkable remarkable 
precision with which the heavy particle ends its precision with which the heavy particle ends its 
range at therange at the pointpoint of origin of the secondof origin of the second star,star, you you 
still havestill have toto meet the objection that you are dealing meet the objection that you are dealing 
withwith aa chance juxtaposition of unrelated eventschance juxtaposition of unrelated events..
Because of thisBecause of this, I, I think that it wouldthink that it would bebe bestbest,, eithereither
toto wait untilwait until aa second example of thesecond example of the samesame
phenomenon is foundphenomenon is found,, oror, to, to publishpublish aa photograph photograph 
of it withof it with a minimuma minimum of descriptive materialof descriptive material.. There There 
seemsseems to be no point, forto be no point, for exampleexample,, in givingin giving aa
detailed description of thedetailed description of the big starbig star from which the from which the 
heavy particleheavy particle waswas emittedemitted........



The rise The rise 
of hypernuclear of hypernuclear 

physicsphysics



The second eventThe second event



Two papers orTwo papers or one?one?

Danysz to E. P. George (28 November 1952)
Dear George,
Thank you for your letter of the 19th November and the 
news concerning your case of a delayed disintegration 
of a heavy fragment. Obviously two events of such a 
kind are much better than one, and I quite agree that it 
is a good idea to publish this jointly in a note or letter in 
Phil. Mag...
Not to lose time we suggest that you would write a 
rough draft of the letter or note in question and send us 
a copy before publication as we may have some 
suggestions or remarks to make...



Two papers orTwo papers or one?one?

Danysz to A. J. Herz (9 February 1953)
Dear Herz,
...After receiving a letter from Menon, concerning 
Powell’s proposition, we have sent the material related to 
our case to Bristol, and left all the decision concerning the 
publication to Powell. So I hope all is O.K.
Of course we are pleased to have another note in the same 
issue of the Phil. Mag. supporting our observation...



The first event publishedThe first event published



The second eventThe second event

PhilPhil. Mag. Mag. . 4444, 350 (, 350 (MarchMarch 1953)1953)



The third eventThe third event

Comptes Rendus AcadComptes Rendus Acad.. SciSci.. 236236, 64 (, 64 (Séance duSéance du 55 JanvierJanvier 1953)1953)



Powell remained scepticalPowell remained sceptical
muchmuch longerlonger

”Further examples have now been observed of the 
process, first observed by Danysz, in which a heavy 
nuclear fragment ejected from a nuclear explosion 
reaches the end of its range and disintegrates. It appears 
that π-mesons are frequently emitted as one of the 
products of the secondary disintegration. It is possible 
that these events are due to the presence, in the nuclear
fragment, of a nucleon in an excited state; but
alternative explanations cannot at present be excluded.”
Nature, September 12, 1953, p.477



””The original discovery suggesting thatThe original discovery suggesting that ΛΛ00 hyperons can existhyperons can exist notnot
onlyonly asas free particlesfree particles butbut also bound within nucleialso bound within nuclei waswas duedue toto
Danysz and PniewskiDanysz and Pniewski...... An excited hydrogenAn excited hydrogen atom, toatom, to use the use the 
simplest examplesimplest example,, consists ofconsists of a protona proton and an electron inand an electron in aa state of state of 
higher energy than in the normalhigher energy than in the normal atom.atom. The analogy might then The analogy might then 
suggest that the excited nucleon consists ofsuggest that the excited nucleon consists of a protona proton and an and an 
associatedassociated ππ-- -- that thethat the ΛΛ00 isis aa composite particlecomposite particle.. SuchSuch aa view couldview could
notnot have been finally excluded while our knowledgehave been finally excluded while our knowledge waswas confinedconfined toto
the decay of the freethe decay of the free ΛΛ00 particleparticle......
These considerations suggest that theThese considerations suggest that the ΛΛ00 particle is an excited particle is an excited 
nucleon in nucleon in aa different sense from that suggesteddifferent sense from that suggested byby familiar familiar 
analogiesanalogies. We. We are enteringare entering aa new field where basically new new field where basically new 
concepts remainconcepts remain to beto be establishedestablished.”.”

C. F.C. F. PowellPowell,, Excited nucleonsExcited nucleons,, NatureNature 173, 173, 469 (14469 (14 MarchMarch 1954)1954)



„„The hypothesisThe hypothesis waswas made that the nuclearmade that the nuclear
fragmentfragment containedcontained aa boundbound ΛΛ00 inin aa nucleus like an nucleus like an 

ordinary nucleonordinary nucleon...... It isIt is aan essential fact in the n essential fact in the 
chain of reasoning which makes of hyperons just a chain of reasoning which makes of hyperons just a 

new species of baryons, and hence new species of baryons, and hence lleads teads too SUSU33, , 
quarks etc.quarks etc.””

Ch. PeyrouCh. Peyrou ((International ColloquiumInternational Colloquium onon the History of the History of 
Particle PhysicsParticle Physics,, ParisParis 1982)1982)



Topics in the study of hypernucleiTopics in the study of hypernuclei
Frequency of productionFrequency of production
Mesonic and nonmesonic decaysMesonic and nonmesonic decays
Range distributionRange distribution ((GOK’sGOK’s))
ChargeCharge distribution distribution 
Heavy hyperfragmentsHeavy hyperfragments
CryptofragmentsCryptofragments
Binding energy BBinding energy BΛΛ
LifetimeLifetime
SpinSpin
ΛΛ--NN interactioninteraction



Proposed namesProposed names::
excited nuclear excited nuclear fragmentfragment
meson active meson active fragmentfragment
unstable unstable fragmentfragment
delayed disintegration of delayed disintegration of a a nuclear nuclear fragmentfragment
VV--nucleusnucleus
ΛΛ--fragmentfragment
ΛΛ--nucleusnucleus

FollowingFollowing aa suggestion ofsuggestion of M.M. GoldhaberGoldhaber,, in Februaryin February
1955 W. F.1955 W. F. FryFry, M., M. SchnepsSchneps,, andand M. S.M. S. Swami first used Swami first used 
the namethe name ””hyperfragmenthyperfragment”” and proposed the use of and proposed the use of 
symbols suchsymbols such asas ΛXA (e.g. (e.g. ΛBe9, ΛHe4, ΛLi8 ).). The symbols The symbols 
were later changedwere later changed toto AXΛ and thenand then toto Λ

A X



Binding energy ofBinding energy of ΛΛ in hypernucleiin hypernuclei

BBΛΛ = (= (mmΛΛ ++ MMcorecore)c)c2 2 –– ΣΣ mmff cc2 2 + Q+ Q

mmΛΛcc2 2 = (= (mmpp ++ mmππ--)c)c2 2 ++ QQΛΛ

BBΛΛ == QQΛΛ –– Q + (Q + (MMcorecore ++ mmpp ++ mmππ-- –– ΣΣ mmff )c)c22



Padova Padova ConferenceConference, , April 1954April 1954
Summary ofSummary of 1717 known eventsknown events by M. by M. GrilliGrilli andand R. R. Levi SettiLevi Setti

““In none of the cases the total energy release in  In none of the cases the total energy release in  
the disintegration of the fragments is inconsistent the disintegration of the fragments is inconsistent 
with the hypothesis first suggested by M. Danysz with the hypothesis first suggested by M. Danysz 
and J. Pniewski, that a neutron in the fragment is and J. Pniewski, that a neutron in the fragment is 
simply replaced by a simply replaced by a ΛΛ00..””



Varenna Varenna JulyJuly 1954 1954 

Summary ofSummary of 2828 known eventsknown events by by Levi SetLevi Setttii
““A first classification of these fragments into A first classification of these fragments into 
two classes: those wtwo classes: those whhich undergo mesonic and ich undergo mesonic and 
nonnon--mesonic decaymesonic decay””
((8 mesonic8 mesonic,, 14 non14 non--mesonicmesonic,, 6 doubtful6 doubtful))
„The fact that the binding energy of the Λ0 in tritium and helium
nuclei is definitely lower than that of the neutron would suggest 
that the interaction mechanism between the Λ0 and nucleons is 
probably different from that of nuclear forces between nucleons,
since, if the forces acting between the Λ0 and nucleons are 
supposed to be ordinary nuclear forces, one should expect the 
binding energy of the Λ0 in a nucleus to be greater than that of a 
neutron, due to the greater mass of the Λ0 and the non-operation 
of the Pauli exclusion principle between the Λ0 and the neutron.”



Cosmic Ray ConferenceCosmic Ray Conference,, BudapestBudapest,, SeptemberSeptember 19561956

The first systematic review of hyperfragmentsThe first systematic review of hyperfragments
by A.by A. FilipkowskiFilipkowski, J., J. Gierula andGierula and P.P. Zielinski Zielinski 
AA rere--analysis of aboutanalysis of about 120120 reported events and reported events and 
careful selection leftcareful selection left a ”a ”pure samplepure sample”” ofof 7272
hyperfragmentshyperfragments

The binding energy BThe binding energy BΛΛ
in hypernuclei foundin hypernuclei found
toto increase linearly withincrease linearly with AA



Frequency of hyperfragmentsFrequency of hyperfragments

ExperimentExperiment HyperfragmentsHyperfragments//starsstars

Cosmic raysCosmic rays 61/119,000 = 5.1 x 1061/119,000 = 5.1 x 10––4 4 

33 GeVGeV ππ–– 72/80,000 = 9 x 1072/80,000 = 9 x 10––44

33 GeVGeV pp 33/34,480 = 9.1 x 1033/34,480 = 9.1 x 10––44

66 GeVGeV pp 7/10,000 = 7 x 107/10,000 = 7 x 10––44

KK–– starsstars 46/1001 = 4.6 x 1046/1001 = 4.6 x 10––22

From W. F. Fry (1958)



Double hyperfragmentDouble hyperfragment

10 9

4 4

Be Be p

                        p He He

−
ΛΛ Λ

−

→ + + π

+ + + π

Event found in Warsaw during Event found in Warsaw during 
the work of the the work of the 
WarsawWarsaw--BristolBristol--BruxellesBruxelles--
CERNCERN--Dublin (IASDublin (IAS andand UC)UC)--
LondonLondon (UC(UC andand WC)WC)
CollaborationCollaboration

M. Danysz et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 11, 29 (1963)



Hypernuclear physics came of ageHypernuclear physics came of age

68 participants from
14 countries

17 talks published in 
the Proceedings



Some statisticsSome statistics
1952 1952 -- 19631963



∗∗ Database of papersDatabase of papers onon hypernuclear physics hypernuclear physics 
has been compiled using has been compiled using Physics Abstracts Physics Abstracts 
and some and some ProceedingsProceedings of important of important 
conferencesconferences

∗∗ 409409 papers in the yearspapers in the years 1952 1952 –– 19631963
((using submission datesusing submission dates))

∗∗ 504504 authors fromauthors from 2323 countriescountries

∗∗ PapersPapers onon related subjectsrelated subjects (e.g.(e.g. the Qthe QΛΛ valuevalue,,
thethe ΛΛ--NN forceforce)) listed in another databaselisted in another database..



PapersPapers onon hypernuclear physicshypernuclear physics



Statistics of papers and authorsStatistics of papers and authors
PapersPapers AuthorsAuthors

USAUSA 153153 166166
UKUK 5555 7474
ITALYITALY 4747 8383
USSRUSSR 3939 5252
POLANDPOLAND 3131 1515
FRANCEFRANCE 1919 1919
BELGIUMBELGIUM 1717 88
INDIAINDIA 1414 1616
GERMANY*GERMANY* 1313 2828
JAPANJAPAN 1111 1818
SWITZERLANDSWITZERLAND 1010 1515
NORWAYNORWAY 88 77
IRELANDIRELAND 77 1313

** including theincluding the DDRDDR

Also 19 papers by 30 authors from Australia, Austria, Canada, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Israel, Netherlands, Pakistan, Sweden, and Yugoslavia



Distribution of papers among the authorsDistribution of papers among the authors

369369 authorsauthors (73.2%)(73.2%) published onlypublished only 11 oror 22 paperspapers



Number of authors withNumber of authors with 33 or more papersor more papers
USAUSA 4141
UKUK 2323
ITALYITALY 2222
POLANDPOLAND 1212
USSRUSSR 1111
BELGIUMBELGIUM 55
FRANCEFRANCE 55
IRELANDIRELAND 55
SWITZERLANDSWITZERLAND 44
NORWAYNORWAY 33
INDIAINDIA 22
GERMANYGERMANY 11
JAPANJAPAN 11



353353 papers published in journalspapers published in journals

Il Nuovo CimentoIl Nuovo Cimento ((and its and its SupplSuppl.).) 146146 (41.4%)(41.4%)
Physical ReviewPhysical Review 6464
Zhurnal EkspZhurnal Eksp.. TeorTeor.. FizikiFiziki 2929
Physics LettersPhysics Letters 2121
Nuclear PhysicsNuclear Physics 1717
Physical Review LettersPhysical Review Letters 1414
Comptes Rendus AcadComptes Rendus Acad. (. (ParisParis)) 99
Progress in Theoretical PhysicsProgress in Theoretical Physics 88
Philosophical MagazinePhilosophical Magazine 77

otherother 2222 journalsjournals 3838



MostMost prolific authorsprolific authors

25 R.R. LeviLevi--SettiSetti

19 R. H.R. H. DalitzDalitz

19 D. H. Davis
16 R. G. Ammar, W. F. Fry, J. Zakrzewski
15 O. Skjeggestad
14 J. Sacton



The renaissanceThe renaissance
of hypernuclear of hypernuclear 

physicsphysics



RenaissanceRenaissance forfor hypernuclear physicshypernuclear physics

Hypernuclear physicsHypernuclear physics
programprogram in Jin Jüülich inlich in

Germany (COSY),Germany (COSY), Newport Newport 
News inNews in USA (TJNAF), BNLUSA (TJNAF), BNL

inin USA,USA, Dubna in RussiaDubna in Russia
((NuclotronNuclotron), KEK), KEK in Japanin Japan,,
Frascati in ItalyFrascati in Italy (FINUDA(FINUDA at at 

DADAΦΦNENE))



NewNew double double 
hyperfragments hyperfragments 

observed in observed in 
experiments atexperiments at KEKKEK

((FromFrom H.H. TakahashiTakahashi et al.)et al.)

FINUDAFINUDA at DAat DAΦΦNENE
From Aldo ZenoniFrom Aldo Zenoni && Paola GianottiPaola Gianotti,,

Europhysics NewsEurophysics News, 33, 5 (2002), 33, 5 (2002)



Concluding Concluding 
remarksremarks



”In”In the field of the field of 
observationobservation,, chance chance 
only favours those only favours those 

minds which minds which 
have been preparedhave been prepared””

LouisLouis PasteurPasteur



““I am reminded of a famous remark of I am reminded of a famous remark of 
Napoleon. Whenever he was presented with a Napoleon. Whenever he was presented with a 
young man for military advancement, he young man for military advancement, he 
invariably asked the question: invariably asked the question: ‘‘Is he lucky?Is he lucky?’’
This was by no means a casual inquiry. The This was by no means a casual inquiry. The 
important quality for which he was seeking was important quality for which he was seeking was 
–– does this man put himself in a situation whdoes this man put himself in a situation wheere re 
he he cancan be lucky? If you fail to put yourself in a be lucky? If you fail to put yourself in a 
situation where it is possible to have good situation where it is possible to have good 
fortune then you cannot have any success; if fortune then you cannot have any success; if 
you do, you may.you do, you may.””

Powell in afterPowell in after--dinner talk at St. Cerguedinner talk at St. Cergue



Lucky and well preparedLucky and well prepared

•• The first hyperfragment found just after the The first hyperfragment found just after the 
startstart of scanning of new emulsion plates of scanning of new emulsion plates 
inin aa new laboratory of little experience new laboratory of little experience 
–– incredibleincredible piecepiece of luck orof luck or aa miraclemiracle

•• The firstThe first ((and onlyand only)) double hyperfragment double hyperfragment 
again found in Warsawagain found in Warsaw (one(one of the eight of the eight 
collaborating labscollaborating labs) ) –– incredibleincredible piecepiece
of luck or another miracleof luck or another miracle

Danysz and Pniewski were lucky and well prepared Danysz and Pniewski were lucky and well prepared 
((later they first discussed hypernuclear isomerism later they first discussed hypernuclear isomerism 
and Pniewski initiated hypernuclear spectroscopyand Pniewski initiated hypernuclear spectroscopy))



Two lucky physicistsTwo lucky physicists


